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(57) ABSTRACT 

Amultiplication circuit (33a) of a modulation circuit (33) is 
provided to multiply color components from a texture map 
ping circuit (31) using a texture information and triangle 
vertex coordinates by color components from an interpola 
tion circuit (32) using triangle vertex color information 
obtained using a perfect scattered re?ection model and the 
triangle vertex coordinates. On the other hand, brightness 
components of three vertex color information from the 
interpolation circuit (32) is added to an output of the 
multiplication circuit (33) in a ?rst adder circuit (33b) to 
generate color components of an output image. Thereby, an 
image having a three-dimensional vision can be generated 
Without any increased scale of hardWare and decreased 
speed of processing. 
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IMAGE GENERATING METHOD AND 
APPARATUS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0002] The present invention relates to a method for 
generating an image for display on a graphic computer, 
entertainment device, video device, etc., and more particu 
larly to a method and apparatus for generating, by shading, 
an image having a stereoscopic or three-dimensional vision. 

[0003] 2. Description of Related Art 

[0004] For generating a game displayed on a graphic 
computer, computer-game device, video device or the like, 
a method called “texture mapping” is knoWn by Which an 
image is generated by deforming a texture and pasting it on 
a three-dimensionally de?ned object. 

[0005] FIG. 1 shoWs the texture mapping method. As 
shoWn, a rectangular texture 101 is pasted on a spherical 
region de?ned as a three-dimensional object to generate an 
image of a sphere 102. 

[0006] Although the object image thus generated is 
de?ned three-dimensionally, its stereoscopic vision is poor 
since the image is only a monotonous ?gure displayed 
tWo-dimensionally. For easier recognition of the shape and 
spatial position of a object When displayed, it has been 
proposed to shade an object by irradiating to the object a 
light from a virtual source, thereby allowing the object to 
have a three-dimensional vision. 

[0007] For such a shading, a variety of models different in 
type of virtual light source and re?ection at object surface 
from one another has been proposed. Typical ones of the 
shading models are a perfect scattered re?ection model and 
a specular re?ection model Which Will be described herebe 
loW. 

[0008] FIG. 2 shoWs a perfect scattered re?ection model 
for shading a sphere 102. 

[0009] It is assumed in the perfect scattered re?ection 
model that a virtual light source emits parallel rays L having 
only directions and colors and the surface of an object is 
rough and has only colors, not any certain re?ecting direc 
tion depending upon the position of the light source. 

[0010] Assume here that the parallel rays L have colors Lr, 
Lg and Lb and directions Lx, Ly and L2 and that a point P 
on the surface of an object have colors Rt, Gt and Bt (texture 
information) and normals N to the point P are Nx, Ny and 
NZ. Then, colors of re?ected rays of light from the point P 
on the object surface are given by the folloWing equations 
(1). Note that a shift and clamp for a calculation using a ?xed 
point are omitted. 

B=Bt*Lb*(Lx*Nx+Ly*Ny+Lz*Nz) 

[0011] Namely, in the perfect scattered re?ection model, 
the re?ected rays of light from a point on the surface of an 
object depend upon the direction and colors of rays from a 
light source and normals to and colors of a point on the 
object surface, independently of the position of a vieWer. 
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[0012] Next, the specular re?ection model Will be 
described beloW. 

[0013] FIG. 3 shoWs a specular re?ection model for 
shading the sphere 102. 

[0014] It is assumed in the specular re?ection model that 
a virtual light source is a point source H having a position 
and colors and rays of light are diverged in a same manner 
in all directions from the source H. Also, the surface of an 
object is smooth like a mirror and re?ected rays of light 
travel in directions symmetrical With respect to a normal N 
to a point P on the object. 

[0015] Assume here that a straight line PS connecting the 
vieW point S of a vieWer and the point P on the object forms 
an angle 0 With re?ected rays of light OR. Then, colors of 
re?ected rays of light from the point P on the object surface 
are given by the folloWing equations 

[0016] Where n is a value depending upon a material of the 
object. Note that the larger the value n, the smoother the 
object surface is and the larger the light re?ecting area of the 
object is. 

[0017] Namely, in the specular re?ection model, the 
re?ection at the object surface varies depending upon a 
vieWer’s position and is independent of colors (texture 
information) of a point on the object. 

[0018] A combination of the aforementioned perfect scat 
tered re?ection model and specular re?ection model Will be 
described beloW. 

[0019] FIG. 4 shoWs a combination of the aforementioned 
tWo types of re?ection models to shade a sphere 102 With 
rays of light from parallel rays L and point source H. 

[0020] The combination of the tWo types of re?ection 
model provides an object shading more approximate to a 
real shading of an actual object than use of one model of 
re?ection model, and a stereoscopic or three-dimensional 
vision of the object. A calculation of re?ected rays of light 
for shading of an object using the combination of tWo types 
of re?ection model is done With a folloWing set of expres 
s1ons: 

[0021] The ?rs term of each relation in (3) indicates a 
re?ection by the perfect scattered re?ection model, and the 
second term indicates a re?ection by the specular re?ection 
model. 

[0022] HoWever, a vast volume of calculation Will be 
required for obtaining re?ected rays of light for all points on 
an object by using the set of expressions Therefore, it is 
impossible as a matter of fact to effect the calculation at a 
high speed. For solution of this problem, it has been pro 
posed to divide the surface of an object into a plurality of 
small polygonal areas and effect the above-mentioned cal 
culation With only their vertexes of the polygonal areas, 
thereby reducing the volume of calculation. 
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[0023] FIG. 5 shows hoW to divide a spherical surface into 
small triangles for the above-mentioned calculation. 

[0024] As seen, colors of all pixels included in a triangle 
thus de?ned through the division of the object surface are 
calculated With a linear interpolation using colors calculated 
With three vertexes. This method is called “gloW shading”. 

[0025] FIG. 6 shoWs hoW to calculate all colors of pixels 
included in each triangle on the object surface. As shoWn, a 
triangle 3a of Which a color (texture information) of a point 
on the surface is given, and another triangle 3b of Which a 
color change information is given, are used in a linear 
interpolation to provide an triangle 3c of Which colors of all 
pixels are calculated. 

[0026] Generally, such an interpolation is done by a 
graphic processing unit (GPU) (Will be referred to as 
“graphic processor” hereafter), and the results of the inter 
polative calculation are Written into an image memory. 

[0027] The graphic processor is a hardWare Which uses 
three vertexes of a triangle, color information of the three 
vertexes and texture information to effect a linear interpo 
lation of the color information, interpolation of the texture, 
and a multiplication of them. 

[0028] Each of the color information and texture informa 
tion is generally composed of four color components R, G, 
B and A. The color components R, G and B are color 
information indicative of red, green and blue, respectively. 
The component A is an information used for a translucent 
plotting and generally called “alpha channel”. Generally, the 
graphic processor comprises a color information interpola 
tion circuit and a texture mapping circuit provided for each 
of the four color components R, G, B and A. 

[0029] FIG. 7 shoWs the con?guration of a conventional 
graphic processor. 

[0030] As shoWn, the graphic processor comprises a tex 
ture mapping circuit 11, and a color information interpola 
tion circuit 12. The texture mapping circuit 11 is provided to 
use supplied texture information Rt, Gt, Bt and At and 
coordinates of three vertexes of a triangle to effect a texture 
mapping. The color information interpolation circuit 12 uses 
the three-vertex color information of the triangle and the 
coordinates of the three vertexes to effect an interpolation of 
color information. 

[0031] An output from the texture mapping circuit 11 and 
a one from the color information interpolation circuit 12 are 
supplied to a modulation circuit 13 and multiplied together 
in a multiplication circuit 13a. The result of this multipli 
cation is an output image (Ro, Go, B0, A0). 

[0032] It should be noted that the modulation circuit 13 
makes an modulation of supplied information by addition, 
not by multiplication as the case may be. 

[0033] The gloW shading shoWn in FIG. 6 is one of the 
functions of the conventional graphic processor. For the ?oW 
shading, the conventional graphic processor multiplies a 
texture information by a color change information after 
subjected to the linear interpolation. 

[0034] To modulate a texture using tWo kinds of color 
change information provided through the aforementioned 
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perfect scattered re?ection model and specular re?ection 
model, hoWever, the graphic processor has to include tWo 
gloW shading circuits. 

[0035] FIG. 8 shoWs hoW to module a texture using tWo 
kinds of color change information. 

[0036] A texture information 4a from a texture mapping 
circuit is modulated With a ?rst color change information 4b 
from a ?rst color interpolation circuit 22a to provide a 
modulated texture 4c. The modulated texture 4c is further 
modulated With a second color change information 4d from 
a second color interpolation circuit 22b to provide a modu 
lated texture 46. To effect a calculation using the above 
mentioned perfect scattered re?ection model and a calcula 
tion using the specular re?ection, a modulation using the 
?rst color change information is done through multiplication 
While a modulation using the second color change informa 
tion is done through addition. 

[0037] Thus, the circuit for interpolation of the color 
change information has to be doubled for modulation of a 
texture using tWo kinds of color change information. Also, 
the bus band should have an excessive Width to supply the 
graphic processor With tWo kinds of color change informa 
tion including one having been calculated using the perfect 
scattered re?ection model and the other having been calcu 
lated using the specular re?ection model. 

[0038] FIG. 9 shoWs the con?guration of a graphic pro 
cessor adapted to module a texture using tWo kinds of color 
change information. 

[0039] The graphic processor in FIG. 9 has a same con 
?guration as shoWnin FIG. 7, except that it has tWo color 
information interpolation circuits. 

[0040] As shoWn, the graphic processor comprises a tex 
ture mapping circuit 21 Which uses an input texture infor 
mation (Rt, Gt, Bt, At) and coordinates of three vertexes of 
a triangle to effect a texture mapping. It also comprises a ?rst 
color information interpolation circuit 22a Which uses a ?rst 
three-vertex color information (Rg, Gg, Bg, Ag) obtained 
using the perfect scattered re?ection model and the above 
three vertex coordinates, to effect an interpolative calcula 
tion of color information. An output from the texture map 
ping circuit 21 and a one from the ?rst color information 
interpolation circuit 22a are multiplied together in a multi 
plication circuit 23a of a modulation circuit 23. 

[0041] Also the graphic processor comprises a second 
color information interpolation circuit 22b Which uses a 
second three-vertex color information (Rh, Gh, Bh, Ah) 
being three vertex coordinate color information obtained 
using the perfect scattered re?ection model and the above 
three vertex coordinates, to effect an interpolative calcula 
tion of color information. An output from the second color 
information interpolation circuit 22b is added to an output of 
multiplication from the multiplication circuit 23a in an 
addition circuit 23b of the modulation circuit 23 to provide 
an output image (Ro, Go, B0, A0). 

[0042] In the graphic processor constructed as mentioned 
above, the interpolation circuit for interpolation of tWo kinds 
of color change information may be doubled and the bus 
band Width be doubled to attain a same speed of information 
processing as in the prior art. 
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[0043] Modulation of a texture using tWo kinds of color 
change information permits to attain a three-dimensional 
vision of an object Which is approximate to a real shading 
but Will need a larger-scale hardWare including the graphic 
processor and an increased time for the processing. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0044] Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention 
to overcome the above-mentioned drawbacks of the prior art 
by providing an image generating method and apparatus 
capable of processing image information using tWo kinds of 
color change information to generate an image having a 
nearly same visual effect as in the prior art Without any 
increased scale of hardWare and decreased speed of process 
mg. 

[0045] The above object can be accomplished by provid 
ing, according to the present invention, an image generating 
method for generating an image for display on an image 
display unit by pasting a texture image to each of polygonal 
triangular areas being component units of an image, Wherein 
the texture information is modulated With a color change 
information as Well as With a brightness change information. 

[0046] The above object can also be accomplished by 
providing an image generating apparatus for generating an 
image for display on an image display unit by pasting a 
texture image to each of polygonal triangular areas being 
component units of an image, provided With means for 
effecting a texture mapping using the texture image and 
vertex coordinates of a polygonal area, means for interpo 
lating color information With the vertex coordinates of the 
polygonal area and vertex color information, and a modu 
lating means comprising means for multiplying the texture 
mapped information and an image for Which the color 
information is interpolated and a ?rst means for adding a 
brightness information component incidental to a result of 
the above multiplication to the vertex color information. 

[0047] The present invention provides an image generat 
ing method and apparatus capable of processing image 
information using tWo kinds of color change information to 
generate an image having a nearly same visual effect as in 
the prior art Without any increased scale of hardWare and 
decreased speed of processing. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0048] These objects and other objects, features and 
advantages of the present intention Will become more appar 
ent from the folloWing detailed description of the present 
invention When taken in conjunction With the accompanying 
draWings, of Which: 

[0049] FIG. 1 is an explanatory draWing of a texture 
mapping; 
[0050] FIG. 2 is an explanatory draWing of a perfect 
scattered re?ection model; 

[0051] FIG. 3 is an explanatory draWing of a specular 
re?ection model; 

[0052] FIG. 4 shoWs a shading of an object by a combi 
nation of the perfect scattered re?ection model and specular 
re?ection model; 

[0053] FIG. 5 shoWs a division of the surface of an object 
into triangular regions; 
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[0054] FIG. 6 shoWs a gloW shading to calculate colors of 
all pixels included in a triangle; 

[0055] FIG. 7 shoWs the con?guration of a conventional 
graphic processor; 

[0056] FIG. 8 shoWs a modulation of a texture using tWo 
kinds of color change information; 

[0057] FIG. 9 shoWs the con?guration of a conventional 
graphic processor adapted to module a texture using the tWo 
kinds of color change information; 

[0058] FIG. 10 is an example of con?guration of a graphic 
processor used in an embodiment of the image generating 
apparatus according to the present invention; and 

[0059] FIG. 11 is an example of con?guration of an image 
generating system to Which the image generating method 
and apparatus of the present invention are applied. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

[0060] In the image generating means according to the 
present invention, a calculation for shading an object using 
a combination of the perfect scattered re?ection model and 
specular re?ection model is done using a folloWing set of 
expressions: 

[0061] The above set of expressions (4) is applicable for 
White re?ected rays of light resulting from the specular 
re?ection model, given by the second term in each of the set 
of expressions (3) above. Since some of the re?ected rays of 
light resulting from the specular re?ection model are 
strongly re?ected rays, their pixels are saturated to incur a 
so-called “Whitening” in so many cases that the re?ected 
rays may be assumed to be a White light, Which Will not 
cause any practical problem. The value H in the set of 
expressions (4) can be obtained, for example, by taking it as 
a maximum one among Hr, Hg and Hb. 

[0062] The image generating method according to the 
present invention utiliZes the above fact to shade an object 
With a reduced amount of information. Thus, the hardWare 
con?guration can be simpli?ed correspondingly. 

[0063] FIG. 10 shoWs an example of the con?guration of 
a graphic processor as one of the embodiments of the image 
generating apparatus according to the present invention. 

[0064] The graphic processor is adapted to effect a calcu 

lation for shading an object using the set of expressions It is suitably usable in a home-use entertainment device 

Which requires a relative high accuracy and high speed of 
three-dimensional display of an image. 

[0065] The graphic processor comprises a texture map 
ping circuit 31 Which uses an input texture information and 
three vertex information of a triangle for texture mapping. It 
should be noted that the texture information (Rt, Gt, Bt, At) 
are supplied from a video memory (VRAM) incorporated in 
a system in Which the graphic processor is used. Also, note 
that the three vertex information of a triangle are supplied 
from a CPU incorporated in a system in Which the graphic 
processor is used. 
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[0066] The graphic processor further comprises an inter 
polation circuit (DDA) 32 Which uses three vertex color 
information (Rg, Gg, Bg) of a triangle acquired using the 
perfect scattered re?ection model and three vertex bright 
ness information (Ag) of the triangle acquired using the 
specular re?ection model to interpolate color information 
and brightness information. The three vertex color informa 
tion and brightness information (Rg, Gg, Bg, Ag) are also 
supplied from a CPU in a system in Which the graphic 
processor is used. 

[0067] The graphic processor further comprises a modu 
lation circuit 33 Which uses an input texture information to 
modulate the vertex color information of the triangle. Color 
components Rt, Gt and Bt supplied from the texture map 
ping circuit 31 and color components Rg, Gg and Bg 
supplied from the interpolation circuit 32 are multiplied 
together in a multiplication circuit 33a of this modulation 
circuit 33. 

[0068] A brightness component (Ag) supplied from the 
interpolation circuit 32 is added to an output from the 
multiplication circuit 33a in a ?rst addition circuit 33b of the 
modulation circuit 33 to generate color components (Ro, Go, 
Bo) for an output image. The brightness component (Ag) is 
equivalent to a brightness component H*(cos 0)n of 
re?ected rays of light from an object surface, generated 
using the specular re?ection model. 

[0069] This graphic processor also comprises a second 
addition circuit 33c in Which, When an input texture infor 
mation includes a brightness component (alpha channel), a 
brightness component (Ag) of three vertex color information 
supplied from the color information interpolation circuit 32 
is added to the brightness component (At) of the texture 
information supplied from the texture mapping circuit 31 to 
generate a brightness component (A0) for an output image. 

[0070] OWing to the above-mentioned con?guration of the 
graphic processor, the addition of the adder to the modula 
tion circuit of the conventional con?guration permits to 
shade an object through combination of the perfect scattered 
re?ection model and specular re?ection model. 

[0071] More particularly, for shading an object using the 
tWo re?ection modes, the conventional graphic processor 
needs, as tWo kinds of color change information, informa 
tion (Rg, Gg, Bg) (Rh, Hg, Bh) for six channels but the 
graphic processing according to the present invention needs 
only the information (Rg, Gg, Bg, Ag) for four channels. 
Therefore, the graphic processor according to the present 
invention needs no additional color information interpola 
tion circuits to the conventional four circuits, so that the 
hardWare of the image generating apparatus can be designed 
compact. 

[0072] FIG. 11 shoWs an example of the con?guration of 
an image generating system in Which the aforementioned 
image generating method and apparatus according to the 
present invention are employed. The image generating sys 
tem is used in a home-use entertainment device. 

[0073] As shoWn in FIG. 11, the system incorporates a 
CPU 1 provided to calculate vertex coordinates for a triangle 
(polygon) of a to-be-generated image destined for display on 
a display unit, and calculate, from an attribute of an object 
and light source data, an inner product of a normal vector 
and light-source vector. Three vertex coordinates of the 
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triangle and three vertex color information (Rg, Gg, Bg, Ag) 
are delivered from the CPU 1 to a graphic processor 6 Which 
Will be discussed later. 

[0074] Also, the CPU 1 takes out control information for 
an input device 4 such as input pad, joystick, etc. through an 
interface 3 and main bus 9. The CPU 1 Will send, based on 
the control information thus taken out, a three-dimensional 
image information stored in a main memory 2 being a ?rst 
memory through the main bus 9 to the graphic processor 6. 

[0075] The graphic processor (GPU) 6 transforms the 
input three-dimensional image information to generate an 
image data. The GPU 6 is constructed from the aforemen 
tioned image generating apparatus according to the present 
invention. A three-dimensional image based on the three 
dimensional image data generated by the GPU 6 is depicted 
on a video memory 5 being a second memory. 

[0076] The three-dimensional image depicted on the video 
memory 5 is read at each scan of video signal to display the 
three-dimensional image on a display unit (not illustrated). 

[0077] Also, the three-dimensional image is displayed 
While an audio information for the three-dimensional image 
displayed, included in the control information taken out by 
the CPU 1 is sent to an audio processor 7 Which displays, 
based on the input audio information, an audio data stored 
in an audio memory 8. 

[0078] The image generating method and apparatus 
according to the present invention, having been described in 
the foregoing, can shade an object using tWo kinds of color 
change information acquired using the perfect scattered 
re?ection model and specular re?ection model through a 
linear interpolation of the color change information using 
the alpha channel of the graphic processor and gloW shading, 
Without any increased scale of the hardWare. Also, since the 
calculations using tWo different kinds of color change infor 
mation are effected separately, the processing speed is not 
caused to be sloWer. 

What is claimed is: 
1. An image generating method for generating an image 

for display on an image display unit by pasting a texture 
image to each of polygonal triangular areas being compo 
nent units of an image, comprising the steps of: 

modulating a texture information With a color change 
information; and 

modulating a texture information With a brightness 
change information. 

2. The method as set forth in claim 1, further comprising 
the step of: 

modulating an information included in an alpha channel 
of the texture information using the brightness change 
information. 

3. The method as set forth in claim 1, Wherein the color 
change information and brightness change information are 
stored in a same Ward as vertex color information of the 
polygonal area. 

4. The method as set forth in claim 3, Wherein the 
brightness information stored in a same Ward as the vertex 
color information of the polygonal area along With the color 
change information, is a one-dimensional information gen 
erated from a three-dimensional color change information of 
a specular-re?ected rays of light. 
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5. An image generating apparatus for generating an image 
for display on an image display unit by pasting a texture 
image to each of polygonal triangular areas being compo 
nent units of an image, comprising: 

a modulating means comprising means for effecting a 
texture mapping using the texture image and vertex 
coordinates of a polygonal area; 

means for interpolating color information With the vertex 
coordinates of the polygonal area and vertex color 
information; and 

a modulating means comprising means for multiplying 
the texture-mapped information and an image for 
Which the color information is interpolated and a ?rst 
means for adding a brightness information component 
incidental to a result of the above multiplication to the 
vertex color information. 

6. The apparatus as set in claim 5, further comprising: 

a second modulating means for adding the brightness 
change information of the vertex color information to 
an information included in an alpha channel of the 
texture-mapped image. 

7. The apparatus as set forth in claim 5, Wherein the color 
change information and brightness change information are 
stored in a same Ward as vertex color information of the 
polygonal area. 
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8. The apparatus as set forth in claim 5, Wherein the 
brightness information stored in a same Ward as the vertex 
color information of the polygonal area along With the color 
change information, is a one-dimensional information gen 
erated from a three-dimensional color change information of 
a specular-re?ected rays of light. 

9. An information processing system having an image 
generating apparatus for generating an image for display on 
an image display unit by pasting a texture image to each of 
polygonal triangular areas being component units of an 
image, comprising: 

a modulating means comprising means for effecting a 
texture mapping using the texture image and vertex 
coordinates of a polygonal area; 

means for interpolating color information With the vertex 
coordinates of the polygonal area and vertex color 
information; and 

a modulating means comprising means for multiplying 
the texture-mapped information and an image for 
Which the color information is interpolated and a ?rst 
means for adding a brightness information component 
incidental to a result of the above multiplication to the 
vertex color information. 


